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1. Introduction
The fabricat'ion of ultrath.in sem.iconductor

layers and multip'le layers with abrupt junctions
and precise dopant control p'lays an important role
for the development of new photonic and electronic
devices. The technique of molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) provides atomic abruptness and smoothness

betweerl layers of different lattice-matched and

lattice-mismatched III-V semiconductors at their
interfaces or heterojunctions. The heterointer-
faces between ep'itaxiai layers of different compo-

sition (GaAs/Al*Ga,, -^As, Gd*ln, _*As/AlrIn,,-*At,
GaSb/Al*Gar_*Sb, etc.) are used to confine elec-
trons or holes to two-dimensional (2D) motion.
The challenge for the design and growth of mate-
rials is to minimize scattering from impurities,
a11oy clusters or interface irregularities so

that the carriers can move freely atong the inter-
faces. In this paper we present a few selected ex-
amples for the influence of barrier configuration
and interface quality on the structural and elec-
tronic properties of quantum wells (Qt^l) ana super-
lattices (SL) made of IIi-V sem.iconductors. The

material systems GaAs/AlAs, Ga*Inr-*As/A1*In1-*At
and GaSb/AlSb are attractive for application in
advanced photonic devices, as they cover the 0.6
- 2.0 Um wavejength range in emission and absorp-
tion, and 'in h igh-speed devices because of the
formation of high-mobility ZD electron and hole
systems.
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2. Results and Discussion
2.1 Interface roughness (or disorder)

Since MBE growth occurs predominanily in a ZD

layer-by-layer growth mode, the compositional chan-
ges at heterointerfaces of closely lattice-matched
materials should occur over no more than one mono-
layer. However, for the widely used GaAs/Al*eu1_ft
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The challenge for the.design and growth of quantum weljs and super'lattices made ofIII-V semiconductors is to m'inimize scattering from impurities,'al'loy ciuit.rs o.interfac.e irregularities so that the confined carriers can move freeiy along the inter-faces. hle present a few examples for the influence o:f interfu.. qruiiiy ana ba*ierconfiguration on the structural as wel I as e'lectrical and opt'ica'l' proplrlies otIII-V semiconductor quantum wells and superlattices grown by molecltai^ beam epitaxy
(MBE ) .
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Fig. 2 Variation of luminescence energy (left)
and sp'litting between Er" and E,.' free-exciton
resonances (right) as a'functior1'of barrier
thickness in GaAs/AlAs SL.

heterojunction it is wel'l established that the se-
quence of layer growth is critical for composition-
al gradients and crystal perfection, which in turn
strongly affect the excitonic and the transport
properties of QtrJ. While the GaAs/Al*Ga,_rAs hetero-
interface is abrupt to within one monolayer when

the ternary alloy is grown on the binary compound,

this is not the case for the 'inverse growth sequen-

ce under typica'l MBE growth conditions t1l. This
phenomenon is probably caused by the difference in
the relat'ive surface diffusion lengths of Ga and

Al on (tOO) surfaces 1,2). Various attempts have

been made to minimize the interface roughness
(or disorder) by modifying the MBE growth condi-
t'ions. The most successful modif ication is the me-

thod of growth interruption at each interfaceo
which allows the small terraces between monolayer

steps on the A1*Ga1_xAs surface to relax into lar-
ger terraces via diffusion of the surface atoms,

and thus reduces the step density. The time of clo-
sing both the Al and the Ga shutter (while the As

shutter is left open) depends on the actual growth

conditions'and values ranging from a few seconds

to several mlnutes have been reported.
High-angle X-ray d'iffraction is a powerful non-

destructive technique for investigat'ion of inter-
face disorder effects in superlattices, 'if a dyna-
mical analysis of the diffraction curves is per-
formed [3]. From the halfwidth and intensity of
the satellite peaks located symmetrically around
the Bragg reflections detailed information about
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Fig. 3 Real-space energy band diagram of GaAs QW
conf_ined by ternary A1"Ga, _.As at 1 oy ( top; or
by a1 l-binary GaAs/AlA3 SPS^(bottom).

th'ickness fluctuations of the constituent iayers,
inhomogeneity of composition, and interface qual.ity
can be extracted. The existence of interface dis-
order manifests itself in an increase of the half-
w'idth and a decrease of the intensity of the sate-
llite peaks, as shown in Fig. 1 for the GaAs/AlAs

SL sample B. Samp'le A was grown w.ith growth inter-
ruption at each interfaceo wh'i1e sample B was grown

continuously. The monolayer roughness of the growth

surface during cont'inuous growth leads to a disor-
der and thus broadening of the interface. During
X-ray diffracfi on this broadening manifests itself
as a random variation of the superlattice period
of about one lattice constant (tu 5.6 8) for sample

B.

2.2 Effect of Barrier Thickness on Luminescence

When the barrier thickness LU in GaAs/Al*Gu1_*

As SL is reduced to below 3 nm, the wavefunctions
of the GaAs wel'ls'couple through the barriers and

subbands of finite width parallel to the layer
p'lane are formed. At this transit.ion from a multi
Ql,'l heterostructure with isolated GaAs wells to
a real Esaki -isu SL the I um'inescence peak energy
decreases for a constant wel I width L. due to the
broadening of the subbands. I.le have recently found,
however, that even for isolated GaAs wells with
thick barriers in GaAs/AlAs SL the barrier thick-
ness has an unexpected influence on the excitonic
trans'itions t4l , In Fig.2 we show that for constant
GaAs well widths of L, = 10.2 nm and Lr= 6.4 nm
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Fig. 4 (110) cross-sect'ional TEM (top1 and PLE
spectrum (bottom) of a 9-nm GaAs double Ql'l struc-
ture confined by A1 n 

"nGan 
,^As SPS due to compo-

sitional osc'il latiol{S'TndUi6H by substrate rota-
t'ion.

the exciton'ic peaks shift to higher energ'ies and

the splitting between heavy- (E1h) and light-hole
(E1l) free excitons becomes larger when the AlAs

barrier thickness is reduced from L, = 16 to L,
= 2 nm. The same high-energy shift exists when 3

mole percent Al is added to the well. Th'is pheno-

menon is in contrast to the expectation from a

simple coupling between adjacent wel1s, and a

conclusive explanation has not yet been found.
For interpretat'ion we have to take into account
the complex band structure of GaAs QW arising
from (i) the valence band mixing, (ii) the non-

parabolicity of the conduction band, and (iii)
the 'indirect nature of the barrier material . For
practica'l appl ication it is important that our re-
sul ts demonstrate the inadequacy of I uminescence

spectroscopy to determine the wel 1 widths of su-
perlattice accurately. For this purpose additional
techniques I ike double-crystal X-ray diffraction
are required.

2.3 Short-Period Superlattice Barriers

The concept of short-period superlattice (SPS)

barriers was original ly deve'loped to replace the
ternary a1'loy A1rGa1-xAs by al i-binary GaAs/AlAs

Qt,'I conf ined by SPS (left) and of Ga,., ,rlnn 
""As

;Ti:if, ::;il:;fof' o,$e'?s,Eati xnd' bv"Gdr .47rn

SL tsl because (i) ntrGul_rAt is an indirect semi-
conductor for x > 0.4, ('ii) deep donors exist in
n-doped A1*Gal-xAs for x > 0.2, and (iii) the
growth sequence A1^Ga,,_*As/GaAs exhibits consider-
able disorder at the interface. In Fig. 3 we show

schematical 1y the energy band edges of a GaAs QW

confined either by homogeneous ternary, A1rGa1_xAs

baruiers or by GaAs/AlAs SPS bamiers. The effec-
tive barrier height for carrier confinement in the

Ql,'J is adjusted by appropriate choice of the layer
thickness of the 'lower-gap material 'in the SPS.

Several years before we studied the improvement

of the optica'l properties qf GaAs, GaSb, and GaO.O,

In0.53At Ql^l by using SPS barriers systematica'11y,
we had a'lready unintentionally produced periodic
compos'itional oscillations'in the growth direction
of Al*Ga,,_rAs barriers, as shown in Fig. 4, which

were related to the substrate rotation. The regular
fringes observed in the dark-field TEM through

the cross-section of a GaAs double Qlll structure were

caused by compositional osc'illations with a period
of 5 nm, due to variations of the Ga and Al flux
profiles over the substrate area. The observed pe-

riod was consistent with the growth rate of 1.2

Um/hr and the substrate rotation frequency of 4

rpm. 41 though not intentional ly introduced and of-
ten undesired, in that particular case the periodic
variation of the Al^Gu1-*At a1'loy composition nor-
mal to the 'layers resulted in highly improved
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of photoluminescence (pL) and pLE measurements. In
GaSb QW the effect of strain and the formation of
defect centers at the interface, due to the consi-
derable lattice mismatch of aa/ao = 0.65% between
GaSb and Al Sb, 'is signif icantly reduced by al l -
binary GaSb/AlSb SpS confinement layers, As a re_
sult the luminescence of SpS confined GaSb QW is
dominated by free-exciton emission in the tempera-
ture range 4 - 200 K. The small value of 7.5 meV

at 5K for the Stokes shift between pL and pLE

heavy-hole exc'itonic peak indicates the absence of
impurity related trapping of excitons in the GaSb

Ql^l. The app'l ication of al 1 -ternary Gu'.47In'.53A,
/AlO.+eIn'.5ZAr SPS to confine nu'.Orii''Uris QW

resulted in the first experimental evidence for
intrinsic free-exciton recombination in this ma-

terial system. The naruow l.inewidth of 3.1 meV

for the E,,n exciton peak in the pLE spectrum and
the small Stokes sh'ift of 6.5 meV between pL and
PLE exciton peaks manifest the excellent quality
of the SPS confined GaO.47InO.53A, QW lattice-
matched to InP substrates which were growhr without
any growth interruption at the heterointerfaces.

A f inal distinct examp'le for the removal of
substrate defects by SpS buffer 'layers and for the
improvement of the interface between QW and SpS

barrier is given by a modif ied select.ively doped
GaAs/AlrGa,-*As heterostructure with high-mobil ity
2D electron gas (2DEG) tgt, whose layer sequence
is schematically shown .in Fig. 6. The 10-period
GaAs/AlAs SPS prevents propagation of dislocations
from the substrate so that the thickness of the
"active" GaAs layer containing the 2DEG can be re-
duced to 50 nm. The results of Halt effect measirre-
ments (rig. 6) demonstrate the excellent mobilities
of the 2DEG obtained for two samples with different
spacer widths. The SPS-confined narrow "active,,
GaAs layer of the heterostructure is of d.istinct
importance for transistor operation, because the
electrons cannot escape too far from the 2D channel
during pinchoff. This impl ies a higher transconduc-
tance for ttie HEMT. Fina'lly, the growth time of the
complete heterostructure is reduced to less than
15 min. An additional 15 min for wafer exchange
and heat and cool time makes a total of 30 min
thl"oughput time per high-qua1 ity heterostructure
wafer grown by MBE.
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Fi g. 6 Hal I el ectron mob'il i t.ies versus temperatu-
re obtained from two selective'ly doped GaAs/Al..Ga
1._"As hete-rostructures with different spacer wlOths
t^rhOse conf iguration is schematically shbwn at the
top.

luminescence properties of GaAs QW as shown by the
photoluminescence exc'itation (pLE) spectrum in
Fig. 4. In addition to the parity-allowed n = 1

and n = 2 electron heavy- and I ight-ho1e exciton
resonances, also a forbidden transit.ion (EZtt )

was observed at 1.62 eV. The very sharp exc.iton
resonances and the large intensity ratio of the
E,n and E,,., transit'ion (about 3 to 1 ) indicate
the excellent quality of this GaAs QW, in particu-
lar the smoothness of the heterointerfaces that
were grown four years ago without any growth
interruption. [,le assume that the observed improve-
ment of the optical properties of SpS confined Qt,rl

is due (i) to a removal of substrate defects by
the SPS layers, ('ii) to an amel ioration of the
interface between QW and barrier, and (iii) to
a modification of the dynamics of injected carr.i-
ers in the SPS barrier.

The applicat'ion of SpS bamiers has an even

more dramat'ic effect on the improvement of excito-
nic recombinations processes in GaSb and GaO .47In
o. utAs QW [6 , 7J , In Fig. 5 we d'ispl ay the resu] ts
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3 Concl usion

The heterointerfaces between epitaxial layers
of different III-V semiconductors are used to con-

fine electrons and holes to 2D motion. l^le have

presented a few examples for the effect of barrier
configuration and interface quality on the struc-
tural and e'lectron'ic properties of quantum wells
and superlattices formed by the material systems

GaAs/AlAs, Ga*In, _rAs/A1*Inr_"As, and GaSb/AlSb.

A careful analysis of the X-ray diffraction data

obtained from GaAs/AlAs superlattices revealed

that the interface disorder can be minimized by

growth interruption at each hetero'interface. In
contrast to previous assumptions for uncoupled

GaAs quantum wel'ls, the excitonic peaks shift to
higher energies when the AlAs bamier thickness
is reduced from 16 to 2 nm, due to the complex

band structure of this Qhl system. The introduc-
tion of short-period superlattices as barriers
resulted in a substantial improvement of the

optical and electrica'l properties of GaAs, GaSb,

and GaO.47In0.S3Ar quantum wells and heterostruc-
tures.
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